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Series/Scope and Content Note: This collection includes the records of Dr. John Henry Budd’s World War 2 service with the 34th Evacuation Hospital, 4th Auxiliary Service Group. Items include correspondence; photographs; clippings; surgical team records from Normandy invasion and Utah Beach cases; personal records of his own operative cases; brochure from Medical Field Service School, Carlisle Barracks, PA; neurosurgical operations; the surgical group’s post-war meetings; and the first section of the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, dated 15 August 1945, reporting on the end of the war in the Pacific.

BOX AND CONTENT LIST

Box 001:

00001: Letter—Office Closure Due to Active Duty (1943)
00002: The Medical Field Service School, Carlisle Barracks Catalogue
00003: Photographs
00004: Letters to Dr. and Mrs. Budd (1944-46)
00005: Stars and Stripes (Oct. 14, 1944)
00006: Appointment to Captain, Medical Corps—Certificate
00007: Incidents, Actions, and Cases
00008: Neurological Operations Notes, 4th Aux Team (1944-45) [1 of 2]
00009: Neurological Operations Notes, 4th Aux Team (1944-45) [2 of 2]
00010: 4th Aux Surgical Group Team, Normandy Invasion Cases, Operative Records
00011: 34th Evacuation Hospital (1942-45)
00012: Cases Operated by Me, Team No. 73 (Mar-May 1945)
00013: Clippings and News Reports
00014: Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph—End of War in the Pacific (Aug. 15, 1944)
00015: World War II Experiences
00016: 4th Aux Surgical Group Post-War Annual Meetings and Info (1950-59)
00017: 4th Aux Surgical Group Post-War Annual Meetings and Info (1960-69)
00019: 4th Aux Surgical Group Post-War Annual Meetings and Info (1980-89)
00021: Anthony W. Heeg Memorial (1996)